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FIJI GEOTHERMAL, RESOURCE ASSESSMENT AND DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME 

Roht K Aum 

Department of Energy, Ministry of Lands, Mineral Resources and Energy, P 0 Box 2493, Government Buildings, Suva, 
FIJI 

Abstract - The Fiji Department of Energy (DOE) has a 
comprehensive resource assessment programme which 
assesses and promotes the use of local renewable energy 
resources where they are economically viable. DOE is 
currently involved in the investigation of the extent of 
geothermal resources for future energy planning and 
supply purposes. The aim is to determine (a) whether 
exploitable geothermal fields exist i n  the Savusavu or 
Labasa areas. the two geothermal fields with tlie greatest 
potential, (b) the cost of exploiting these fields for 
electricity generatiodprocess heat on Vanua Levu. (c) 
the comparative cost per mega-watt-hour (MWh)  of 
geothermal electricity generation with other generating 
options on Vanua Levu, and. (d) to promote tlie 
development of the geothermal resource by inviting 
BOO/BOOT schemes. Results to date have indicated 
that prospects for using geothermal resource for 
generating electricity lies in Savusavu only - whereas the 
Labasa resource can only provide process heat. All 
geophysical surveys have been completed and the next 
stage is deep drilling to verify the theoretical findings 
and subsequent development. 

1 HISTORY OF GEOTHERMAL SURVEYS IN FIJI 

The first systeniatlc recoiuiassance survey of tlie hot 
spniigs of FIJI w;1s made i n  1956 by John  heal^"' I '  

Although he wsited only a quarter of the hot spnngs known 
on Viti Levu and 8 of the 25 on Vanua Levu, lie dld include 
the observations of earlier works thereby compiling a farly 
complete catalogue of locations and relevant prelinunary 
data Figure 1 shows tlie location of the Geothennal 
Prospects in FIJI 

During the early 1970's further demled analyses were niade 
of many of the hot springs of Fijii2I. At this stage it was 
realised that more careful investigation of the Savusavu and 
Labasa hot spring areas might yeld useful results., since 
these areas contained the hottest springs in .Fiji - this work 
was started in 1975. The results were published by the Fiji 
Mineral Resources Department (MRD)[3.".s.6.7 I in five 
reports. This work was followed by a gradient drilling 
programme throughout Viti Levu and Vanua Levu by N J 
SlunnerIS1. As part of the work commitment for offshore oil 
prospecting, a further recoruiaissance study of Fiji was 
undertaken in 1978 by Pacific Energy and Mnerals Ltd. In 
1979, the above work was reviewed by Dr K.H.Willianison 
in order to improve understanding of tlie geothemial 
potential in Fiji[g1. 
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In Sept 1981, buildmg on what was known, J R  McNitt 
camed out an assessment of further requirements for 
geothermal explorauons in  FIJI"^' In 1982, MRD put 
fonvard proposals for further investigations on the Savusavu 
liot spnng area The objective was to establish a demled 
programme of investigation upto a stage pnor to deep 
exploratory dnlling 

I n  Dec 1987, Department of Scientific and lndustnal 
Research (DSIR) of New Zealand (NZ) surveked the hot 
spnngs at Savusavu This data was analvsed and a 
conceptual inodel of the geothermal prospect was proposed 
A similar survey m camed out in LabaSa"'I All 
investgations till this stage concluded that a deep electncal 
resistivity survey should be camed out i n  the SaLusavu area 
especially around blt Swasuva and the Savusavu 
perunsula 

In 1991. KRTA Ltd of New Zealand (now called kngston 
Mornson) undertook deep DC electncal traersing and 
soundmg resistiwty surveys of the Savusavu peninsula from 
September to November 1991 - FIJI DOE and MRD 
coordnated and assisted in this survey Other associated 
tests a id  surveys such as gas sanipling isotope. clienucal 
analyses. ~e:eocliemicaVpetro~apliic stucfies of the hot 
spnngs at Savusavu and Labasa were also conducted by 
KRTA and was mied at refining tlie conceptid nicdel of 
the geothennai prospects The survey clearly identdied a 
geothermal field on tlie Savusavu peninsular ~ i t h  possible 
power production capability of approximately 25 MLgi'l In 
iiiid 1992 a deep electncal resistiwty survey ws conducted 
over tlie Labasa hot spniigs system to detemiine a 
geothennal anomaly - the results indicated that only process 
heat for industnes would be avalable from the Labasa 
geothermal  prospect^"^ I 

In December 1992, an independent consultant, Dr Malcom 
E Cox, assessed all work conducted on the hot spnngs of 
FIJI to date A report was submitted at the end of tlus 
consultancy Dr Cox reconuiiended that all surface studes 
on the liot spnngs of FIJI have been conducted and tlie next 
step w;1s to deep ~ I I  to correlate the tlieoretlcal fincfing["I 
Both sites require deep dnlling to confirm the geophysical 
hypotheses 

In Qctober 1993, Prof P R L Browne and Mr N Dench 
assessed the drilling equipment available in Fiji and the 
local infra-structure, compile dnlling methodology from 
available dnlling data and samples from prospect sites, 



determine an overall d d h g  programme for Fiji, etc,. The 
report subrmtted indicated that a complete deep dnlling 
programme and te-shng of the potenual would costs around 
F$3.5m and take approximately 2  year^['^''^]. 

In December 1994, Dr Supri Soengkono, of the Geothermal 
Institute of Auckland University, studied the aeromagnetic 
data over the Labasa area[17 - a report was submitted, 

2 S A W S A W  PROSPECT 

The Savusavu hot springs are at sea level and lie along the 
coastal line on either si& of the Savusavu peninsula - the 
system consists of approximately 15 prominent hot springs 
and a couple of cold springs. Detailed reports on electrical 
resistivity surveys, aeromagnetic data, infra-red imagery 
and heat flow are d a b l e  from the Fiji Mineral Resources 
Department and DOE. 

Electrical Resistivity Surveys 

An electrical resistivity survey to gather data on the extent 
and hydrology of the system was conuiussioned in 199 1 and 
undertaken by KRTA['~]. AU the electrical measurements in 
this survey were conducted using the Schlumberger 
electrode configuratton. 

A total of 147 traversing stations were occupied in the 1991 
survey by KRTA and apparent resistivity for 500m and 
lOOOm were calculated['21. The Savusavu Peninsula, 
including the areas of known tliennal outnow and the 
adjacent parts of Vanua Levu are characterised by resistivity 
which are generally less than 100 Rm while further to the 
north-east, the resistivity increase to between 100-300 Rni. 
It is considered therefore that the low resistivity measured 
on the above mentioned areas, represent the effects of a 
geothermal system. Given that the rocks around Savusavu 
are thought to be Miocene to Pliocene in age and their 
weathering in the relatively high local rainfall gving 
reduced resimvity, KRTA used the -100 Rm contour to 
delineate the margin of the geothermal field. Withm the 100 
Qm contour, the resistivity decreases towards the south-west 
reaching below 20 C2m on both 500m and lOOOm AB/2 
spacing only west of a h e  connecting the Savusavu Town 
and Naidt Bay and remain relatively constant over the 
surveyed depth. 

A total of 15 soundings were conducted during the survey. 
Figure 2 show the soundmg locations, apparent resistivity 
cuves and lOOOm traversing resistivity contours. Note that 
all but three of the sounding curves detected apparent 
resistivity of less than 30 Rm over nearly all of the curves. 
Ths  shows that low resistivity rocks extend from depths of 
several hundred meters nearly to the surface over much of 
the Savusavu Peninsula 

Aeromagnetic Data, Infra-red Thermal Imagery and 
Heat Flow 

Aeromagnetic data for Vanua Levu are available from 
Barringer Research Ltd.[21. The data avadable from 
Savusavu have been interpreted by Caldwell"'' and 
The major feature of the aeromagnetic data for the 
Savusavu area is an elongated negative anomaly whlch 
extends from Mt. S u v m v a  east, parallel to the coast to the 
summit of Mt. Tubunigaloyu. West of Mt Suvasuva, the 
anomaly rapidly dies out, and is hardly apparent over the 
Savusavu Peninsula or Sagayaya ridge. CoxL7' suggested 
that the anomaly might be caused by a shallow intrusive 
body related to the Savusavu Basalt. Caldwell"y' suggests 
that the anomaly is a topograplic effect related to a range of 
hills which runs parallel to the coast. He implies that the 
lack of a strong magnetic anomaly west of Mt. Suvasuva, 
suggests that tlus reyon has undergone sufficient 
hydrothermal alteration to destroy most of the magnetite. 

CoxL3' reported the results of infra-red thermal imagery 
flows in 1980. These detected anomalies correspondrng to 
the known major thenlial areas, but drd not conclusively 
detect any other sigruficant anomalies. 

A one meter soil temperature survey vas carned out by 
Ibbotson in 1980 it is reported on by CoxF3' who also 
undertook addmonal measurements These surveys show 
temperature anomalies only in the close vlciruty of the 
known spnngs There IS a little heat flow to surface other 
than that drscharged by the spnngs themselves CoxLre* ' I  
estiinated that tlie spnng were drschargmg a total of 60 Us 
of thermal fluid wth a heat flow of almost 1 MW(th) 

Geochemistry aiid Geology and Petrology Surveys 

Samples from vanotis springs at Savusavu and Labasa were 
collected and analysed by vanous consultants along w t h  
avalable lustoncal data It IS seen that tlie water cheilustry 
for the Savusavu spnng has been stable for at least 120 
years [earliest analyses were in 18721 and the temperatures 
for even longer KRTA'"' survey included water chenustry, 
water geothemiometry [cation and silica geothemiometry, 
anhydnte saturation teinperat~ires], mixed trends, isotopes 
i n  water and solutes, 1xO/'60 in sulphate and water, gas 
cheiiustry, gas isotopes and pas geothennometry sttides 

The most thorough sununary of tlie geology of Vanua Levu 
is that of W o c d r ~ d ' ~ ~  with accompanying 1:50,000 scale 
geological maps. Addrtional information relating inore 
spectfically to the Savusavu area is provided by Heal$'], 
CoxF3.' I,  Colle$"I and Skitme$'' which conclude that the 
Savusavu Peninsula is part of a thick pile of volcaniclmc 
fonnations of basaltic to andesitic composition, erupted 
from several centers. However, the hydrothermal system 
could be related to a later intrusion and this is not 
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inconsistent with the tectonics. Hydrothermal alternation of 
the formations is widespread, parttc~lar~y in the 
western part ofthe Savusavu Perunsula, and Savudrodro. In 
contrast, relict high-temperature alteration is exposed at 
Savudrodro, implying deep erosion, but this is clearly 
outside the currently-active hydrothermal system['*]. 

Savusavu Geothermal - Hvdrothermal Activity Model 

Figure 4 o u h e s  the model proposed by KRTA[12' and 
for Savusavu. KRTA"" concluded that there is no 

evidence for any connection between ths geothermal system 
and others on the main part on Vanua Levu, agrees. 
KRTAti2] Qscuss the Caldwell'"' models of tectonic and 
magmaw type. Both favour what they describe as a 
"magmatic" type system, but refer respectively to "molten 
rock" and "magma". A geothennal gradient of 8O0c/km and 
groundwater circulation to 2 lun depth would encounter 
temperatures of 18OOC. At depths of 2.5 km temperatures 
would be 225OC. 

Various fluid flow models are discussed by KRTA['*] and 
conclude with a "magmatic-related hydrothermal system" of 
an upflow zone relatively near to the springs. An alternate 
model is considered here - basically it is of a fractured (and 
partly lithological) reservoir of thermal fluids below the 
penmula. The source of the water is from recharge over 
approximately 15 km to the east from the ranges of Vanua 
Levu. The dominant SE Trade winds and the development 
of windward rainfall could explain the isotopically heavier 
nature of the thernxd water relative to local creek water at 
Savusavu (of immediately local origin). 

T h s  model also allows the development of a sigmficait 
hydraulic head from higher level recharge. Perhaps tlus 
could dnve the system (with thermal enhancement) 
includmg pushng the water through to discharge along the 
Savusavu coastline. With such a model there could be 
hotter, deeper waters moving within fault channelways 
(approximately 225OC at 2.5 km). This water may then 
enter the peninsula reservoir where it could reequilibrate at 
the lower temperatures of 15O-16O0C. Such a reservoir and 
re-equhbration within it could also help explain tlie vety 
low gas, lack of oxygen isotope shdt (enrichment) and the 
widespread hydrothermal alteration . 

3 LABASA PROSPECT 

The main Labasa hot springs lie with a basin South of 
Labasa Town with a number of hot springs towards the 
West and East of the main springs. 

Electrical Resistivity Surveys 

The Labasa geothernlal fields were subject to deep electrical 
resistivity surveys, by KRTA LtdLi3], in 1992. 

A total of 220 traversing m o n s  were occupied during th ls 
survey - apparent resistivity for the 500m and lOOOm 
[AB/2] electrode spacing were calculated. The study area 
extended south from Waiqele and Vunicuecue hot spMgs 
and is characterised by resistivity generally less than 20 
!&n. The ratio of the 500m to lOOOm [AB/2] apparent 
resistivity is sigmficant as it shows how the true resiavity 
are increasing with depth. Further to the sou* the 50Om 
[AB/2] resistivity are low, less than 10 Rm, being equal to 
or less than the lOOOm spacing resiavity, suggesting that 
the resistivity are constant or decreasing with depth. The 
deep low resistivity implied by these results are consistent 
with hydrothermal alteration at depth and as such may 
represent an upflow of geothernial fluid. 

A total of 8 soundings were conducted by KRTAL13' in 1992 
and data incorporated with tlie 12 soundmgs conducted by 
Cox[" in 1981 - Figure 3 shows the sounding locations, 
apparent resistivity curves and 1000 ni traversing resistivity 
contours. The curves can be divided into two groups - all of 
Cox's sounQngs and S4 have very clear upturns whch 
imply that they are underlain successively by a relative tlun 
layer of low resistivity [<200 m] and a lugh resistivity 
basement. The rest of the curves show relatively constant 
resiavity wluch suggest that the soundmgs are underlain by 
relatively constant low resistivity from the surface to depth. 

Aeromagnetic Surveys and Heat Flow 

There are several features in the contoured aeromagnetic 
data whch are worth noting, tlie most promnent are: 

[a] the several small bipolar anomalies that provide 
further support for the existence of intrusions at depth, and 
[b] a large magnetic low [around 8 km in diameter] 
which may well reflect a substantial zone of hydrothermal 
alteration [producing a breakdown of magnetic rock 
minerals] at depth. It is however possible that tlus 
alteration inay be relict [fossil]. 

The hottest spnngs are boiling - geothermometers indcted 
that the deep reservoir temperature of water is around 120- 
13OoC Cox infers that it would be possible that slightly 
hgher temperatures inay be encountered w t h n  drillable 
depths in the upflow zone lpossibly 500-750 m] There are 
Qscrepancies in the vanous reported calculations of heat 
lost from the system - subsurface measurements are 
required 

Geochemistry and Geology and Petrology Surveys 

A substantial part of KRTA Geocheinistry studies is 
summarising the historic MRD inveagations, results and 
interpretations. KRTA fluid geochemistry includes: 
conventional water chemistry and several a t i o n a l  minor 
elements; in .  situ pH measurements; preliminary gas 
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34 32 . gemhemi-, sulphur isotopes [ S/ SI, reassessment of 
stable isotopes [oxygen and hydrogen]; application of 
chemical gmthermometers. Gas samples show atmospheric 
association [Ar, N2 and He] and there were no gases, such 
as H2 and H2S, that would indicate magmat~c source. Water 
chemistry shows that the thermal water is a Na,Ca- 
S04J3CQ type; river waters are Ca, Na-HCQ type; pH of 
the water is near neutral to alkaline. Stable isotopes analyses 
show that the thermal water is relatively local recharge and 
is of meteoric origin. 

The Labasa system is wthm a basic structure although there 
is some dmgreement whether it is inter- or intra-volcano 
What is unportant is that the system appears to be one 
largely wth  f o m o n s  of permeable rocks, such as, c a s e  
sediments [sandstones], and volcmclastic rocks and 
brecaas Cox'61 suggests that the youngest volcmsni is 
apparently Phocene, but there were later dyke swamis 
through much of the immediate and surroundmg area 
wtuch show the presence of intrusive rocks at depth and it is 
these rocks that may be best considered a heat source 

There are several dominant fault trends but the intersection 
of faults may be of prime importance because virtually all 
the hot springs are located with streams [faults and 
topographic lows]. The reservoir may be a combination of 
both structure [faults and associated fracturing] and 
lithology [permeable rocks such as sandstone]. 

Labasa Geothermal - Hydrothermal Activity Model 

Figure 5 outlines the model proposed by KRTAL13] and 
Cox["] for Labasa. Following are listed the nlain indicated 
features of the system based on surveys to date: 

Faults are the main control on fluid migration, 
especially in a verhcal cfirmon. 

There is a central upflow zone froin around 1000 
m depth, or greater, associated with intersections of large 
faults, and around 3-4 km in diameter. 

To the east and west of the-upflow are zones of 
outflow, possibly from 500in depth. The permeability to 
allow tlus fluid movement inay be both structural and 
lithological . 

At shallow depth, 20111 to 150% the thermal 
groundwater has spread laterally mostly within sandstones 
and breccias. Tlus "body" of thermal water is commonly 
lOOm thick, but it may not be unifo,rmly continuous. The 
top of the thermal water zone inay be at 8 depth of about 
30m at the center of the overall zone, but is becomes deeper 
to the Northeast and Southwest, where it may be to 5Oin. 

KRTA[13] considered this system to be a transitional 
between the tectonic and magmatic geothermal systems. 
There is deep circulation of meteoric wter  (eg. to ?3 hi) 
witlun a zone of a slightly elevated geothermal grdent .  

At the surE?ce there is no visible gas discharge and only 
very minor steam condensing with cooler air conditions. 
The deep fluids are probably slightly alkaline with a 
Ca,NA-S04 chemical type. The waters are near saturation 
with respect to anhydnte and this mineral is likely to 
deposit. 

4 DEVELOPMENT PROSPECK3 

Geothermal resources have the potential to be developed to 
supplement Fiji's presently predominant Hydro Electricity 
Power W P ]  generated energy supply. This could only be 
made possible once the economic viability of geothermal 
resource is assessed and proven through this assessment 
programme. Tlus is particularly important for Vanua Levu 
where the prospects for a sigmficant sized HEP potential is 
severely limited. There is potential for private sector 
involvement in ths  area Lf any prospect is identiiied and 
proven mable. 

A demled exploration deep drilling programme has also 
been drawn up by Geothermal Energy New Zealand 
Limited for the Savusavu and Labasa prospects in 1993. 

5 FUTURE PROGRAMME 

The next step of the assessment progranune is deep drilling 
to prove the resource. Fiji along with other Pacific Island 
Countries with geothermal resource, Vanuahl, Solomons, 
PNG and Western Samoa are participating in a Regonal 
Geothermal Programme whch is being coordinated by the 
South Pacd5c Applied Geoscience Commission (SOPAC). It 
is envisaged that the deep dnlling phase of geothermal 
investigation in Fiji will be funded under ths  regonal 
progranune. SOPAC is currently negotiating with UNDP 
for funding of this regonal geothermal programme. 

Some foreign geothermal field developers have shown 
interest in undertalung further investigation and 
subsequently, development in FIJI Followng the study of all 
survey data from Savusavu and Labasa, it  is enmsaged that 
interested developers wll subnut a BOOBOOT proposal 
for deep dnlling and subsequent development of the 
resource, to Fiji DOE If such a programme proved an 
exploitable geothermal resource, the Government of Fiji 
would favourably mew a BOO or BOOT schemdproposal 
as a means of realislng ths  resource 
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FIGURE 5 : MODEL OF LABASA GEOTHERMAL SYSTEM 
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